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Over the weekend, consumer confidence continued to drop sharply, with 

the economy forecast to take a monumental hit and Congress yet to reach 

an agreement on a COVID-19 stimulus bill. Consumer emotions are still 

running high with anger regarding testing, a focus on mental health, and 

concern for those on the front lines taking center stage. 

In this time, brands need to be thinking differently. Those that don’t put 

their employees first will fail. And those that use their assets in new ways 

to the benefit of the populace will engender long-term goodwill (see 

Spotlight On: Anheuser-Busch and Tito’s Vodka). This is a time when 

brands should take stock of their purpose, brand positioning, and 

messaging in the marketplace as people turn inward, and focus on the 

family, safety, and security – a trend that will likely define the foreseeable 

future. 

• In a 4A’s survey, consumers show a 

positive attitude toward brand 

communications (3/20/20) 4A’s  

• Brands may need to reconsider their 

positioning in the wake of the COVID-19 

pandemic (3/23/20) WARC 

• In NY, a primarily immigrant delivery 

workforce lacks help and protections 

from employers (3/20/20) NYTimes 

• Gamestop has finally closed after heavy 

criticism for keeping its stores open and 

putting its employees at risk (3/22/20) 
COG 

• Some consumer groups think car 

insurance companies should lower 

premiums during coronavirus (3/22/20) 

NJ  

• F1 goes virtual-drivers compete via 

online e-sports platform (3/23/20) CNN 

• An increasing number of banks and 

credit unions are stepping up to help 

small businesses (3/23/20) Financial 

Brand  

• Real estate agents adapt to coronavirus 

with virtual tours as buyer interest 

decreases (3/23/20) Dallas News 
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NUMBER OF COVID-19 
 CASES IN THE U.S.

35,530

+8,526
NUMBER OF DAILY NEW 
DIAGNOSES IN THE U.S.

Trajectory of New Diagnoses: INCREASING 

Source: Analysis based on Johns Hopkins data
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• Politico surveyed 30 experts to get 
their perspectives on how Coronavirus 
will permanently change the world 
(3/19/20) Politico


• Bain's Macro Trends Group is 
monitoring the impact of COVID-19 on 
global business (3/20/20) Bain


• Amazon and Walmart are hiring 
hundreds of thousands of workers--
here are the sectors adding jobs amid 
coronavirus (3/21/20) Marketwatch


• U.S. economy could contract up to 
50% in the second quarter (3/22/20) 
Investor’s Business Daily


• The Federal Reserve will buy bonds  
as needed to calm markets, and will 
buy corporate debt in a series of 
emergency lending programs (3/23/20) 
NYTimes


Economic News

Note: US only. Date: 3/22/20, Source: Brandwatch

Anheuser-Busch is using its supply and 
logistics network to begin producing 
and distributing bottles of hand 
sanitizer. Other distilleries are following 
suit (including Tito’s Vodka).

Source: (3/22/20) NYPost ABC11.com


Spotlight on: 

• Marie Kondo’s new  
book, "Joy at Work,"  
gives ways to tidy  
workspaces  
(3/20/20) NYTimes


• More than 1,000  
videos have been  
posted to Mainer's  
Quarantine Karaoke  
Facebook page, with over 63,000 
members worldwide since Friday 
(3/20/20) Sun Journal  


• Here are tips on making a successful 
virtual happy hour (3/20/20) 
NYTimes 

For your mental health
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